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Noise-source turbulence statistics and the noise from a Mach 0.9 jet
J. B. Freund
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Turbulence statistics that are relevant to jet noise modeling but difficult to measure in experiments
are computed using a previously validated simulation database of a Mach 0.9 cold jet. Initial focus
is on fourth-order statistics that are at the core of acoustic analogy based models built on both the
Lilley and Lighthill equations. Common simplifications of fourth-order correlations based on
normal statistics are found to be accurate. We see that although two-point correlations are well fitted
by exponential functions, as is typical of turbulence at all but the lowest Reynolds numbers, the
spatially integrated fourth-order space/retarded-time covariances, which are used in the models, are
instead very well fitted by Gaussian functions of different widths for different components, which
is counter to conventional modeling practice. We also examine the components of Lighthill’s
analogous noise source that are linear and quadratic in velocity fluctuations, as well as components
that are deviations fromp85a`

2 r8. The spectrum from the linear components is more peaked and
more direction dependent than the spectral shape of the quadratic component’s noise, which is
relatively independent of angle. These two components are also correlated, especially at small
angles where their mutual correlation coefficient reaches as low as20.4, which casts doubt on
models that treat these so-called shear noise~linear! and self-noise~quadratic! terms as distinct. The
p82a`

2 r8 contribution is relatively small, but not negligible as might be expected for this nearly
isothermal jet. The total radiated power of the quadratic terms is nearly the same as that of all
components combined. It is shown that the standard Lighthill framework does not lead to a straight
forward designation of what noise comes from what region of the jet. ©2003 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1569919#
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I. BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES

A key difficulty in modeling jet noise is the complexit
of the turbulence statistics involved. Unlike Reynolds str
models, which have been relatively successful, turbulenc
a source of noise is typically a higher order statistic~fourth
instead of second!, nonlocal, and necessarily time~or re-
tarded time! dependent. Expressions for the far-field no
often involve the integrated fourth-order space/retarded-t
covariance of velocity fluctuations. These are at the core
statistical models of jet noise based on both the Lighthill1–3

and Lilley4–7 equations. Complete measurements of the n
essary statistics have eluded experimentalists so assump
made in formulating models remain untested. Typically, n
mal distributions1,4,8 are assumed for the turbulence fluctu
tions so that the fourth-order quantities can be compute
terms of second-order statistics, which are more easily m
sured and modeled. The retarded time dependence o
integrated correlation must also be assumed. Both Gaus
and exponential forms have both been used, with an ex
nential sometimes selected to better represent the spe
characteristics of the computed sound,4 but there is no rea
basis for this because the integrated correlations have n
before been computed.

Our first task is to compute these integrated correlatio
We use an existing well validated simulation database o
turbulent jet. The database is discussed in Sec. II and
turbulence statistics in question are discussed in Sec. III

Several attempts to model jet noise1,2,4–7have followed
1781070-6631/2003/15(6)/1788/12/$20.00
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the standard Reynolds decomposition of the flow variab
q5q̄1q8, whereq is a flow quantity andq̄ and q8 are its
average and an instantaneous perturbation. Our second
is to use the same simulation database to examine this
composition in the context of jet noise. We focus on how it
typically used in jet noise models utilizing Lighthill’s theory

Lighthill’s equation9 can be written

]2r8

]t2 2a`
2 ]2r8

]xj]xj
5

]2Ti j

]xi]xj
, ~1!

where Ti j 5ruiuj1(p2a`
2 r)d i j 2t i j is the Lighthill stress

tensor,a` is the ambient sound speed,t i j is the viscous
stress, andr8 is a density fluctuation. The double divergen
of Ti j appearing on the right-hand side of~1! serves as a
nominal acoustic source, but its use here should not be in
preted in any way as an attempt to define the true no
source in the jet. Such an interpretation would be misguid
for at least two reasons. The first, which has been well
derstood starting with Lighthill’s original derivation of~1!, is
that all effects aside from propagation in a homogene
stationary medium, such as refraction, are lumped into
nominal source. More sophisticated theories, such as ac
tic analogies based on the Lilley equation, attempt to tr
mean-flow refraction explicitly,10–12 but are more analyti-
cally challenging. We focus on the Lighthill theory in th
part of the paper because it remains a popular modeling
proach and because we have a reliable means of compu
the far-field sound associated with its different near-fie
8 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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1789Phys. Fluids, Vol. 15, No. 6, June 2003 Noise-source turbulence statistics and the noise
components. The second reason is that most ofTi j ,i j does not
radiate to the far acoustic field, which is also widely und
stood. WhatTi j ,i j does provide is an exact connection b
tween near-field turbulence statistics and their noise. Thi
how we use it.

Applying the Reynolds decomposition toTi j gives

~2!

where following common practice source terms that are
ear in the fluctuating velocities have been labeled shea
reflect that this source component entails turbulent fluct
tions interacting with the sheared mean flow, and sou
terms that are quadratic in the fluctuating velocities ha
been labeled self to reflect that this source component en
turbulent fluctuation interacting with themselves. For clar

FIG. 1. Schematic showing points used relative to mean velocity w
evenly spaced contours between 0.1U j and 0.7U j . All are coincident with
the nozzle lip atr 5r 0 .
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we have not yet decomposedr into r̄ andr8. The so-called
entropic contribution has often been neglected to facilit
analysis,9,13 but is thought by some to be significant for bo
hot and cold jets, having an efficient dipole component.3,12

Lighthill 9 stated emphatically that the viscous component
Ti j could be neglected with respect to the far-field sound, a
this view has held.12,13 An implicit result of Colonius and
Freund’s14 computation of jet noise using Lighthill’s analog
was thatt i j does not contribute substantially even at R
52000.

Until now, there has been no direct measurements
verify the modeling of different components, only of the n
result. A common modeling assumption is that the self-no
and shear noise contributions are independent, the validit
which is untested. We also use the simulation databas
directly evaluate the role of the different components. T
details of the specific decomposition used are provided
Sec. IV. The method used to compute the far-field sound
presented in Sec. V. Results concerning directivity, sou
compactness, and the spectral contributions of different c
ponents are presented in Secs. VI–VIII.

II. SIMULATION DATABASE

The database we use was reported on in detail
Freund.15 It is a Mach 0.9, Reynolds number 3600, consta
stagnation temperature (Tj /T`50.86) jet. It has been vali-
dated against the corresponding experimental results
Stromberg,16 matching the mean flow development, sou
pressure level directivity at 60r 0 ~60 jet radii! from the
nozzle, and sound spectrum ata530° measured from the

h

FIG. 2. Direct evaluation of~6! for
normal components atx523r 0 and r

51.1r 0 . The lines are R̂ii i i

5uiui8 uiui81uiui8 uiui8 and the sym-

bols are R̂ii i i 5uiuiui8ui82uiui ui8ui8:
— and L are 1111, --- ands are
2222, and¯ and h are 3333. One-
dimensional offsets in~a! jx , ~b! j r ,
~c! ju , and~d! t.
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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1790 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 15, No. 6, June 2003 J. B. Freund
downstream axis. Because of its low Reynolds number,
jet has laminar shear layers that transition before the en
the potential core. After transition, its turbulence has bro
banded energy spectra and rapidly decaying two-point co
lations, and viscous dissipation is a significant componen
the turbulent kinetic energy budget. Reynolds stresses
spreading rates downstream of the potential core match t
measured in higher-Reynolds-number experiments.

Despite this agreement with some aspects of hi
Reynolds-number turbulence, we must remain aware in
terpreting our results that there are qualitative difference
the noise from a low-versus high-Reynolds-number jet. M
notably, the spectrum of a high-Reynolds-number jet
broader because of the greater range of turbulence scal
the flow. There are two general factors that might cause t
The first is that the broader local turbulence spectra lead
higher frequency noise. However, these fine scales con
relatively little energy, making it more likely that the hig
frequencies missing at low Reynolds numbers instead c
from energetic structures in the shear layers near the no
which are higher frequency by virtue of their smaller siz
Indeed, Lighthill’s17 statistical analysis suggests that most
the noise comes from ‘‘eddies only slightly smaller than t
main energy bearing eddies.’’ Similarly, noise source loc
ization experiments18 have shown that most of the high
frequency noise has an apparent origin in the thin shear
ers near the nozzle. Under this interpretation, a lo
Reynolds-number jet can be viewed as a model for t
portion of a high-Reynolds-number jet near and beyond
close of the potential core. Some additional Reynolds nu
ber effects are discussed later in this paper and in an ex
mental study of Reynolds number effects by Long a
Arndt.19

The flow simulation usedNx3Nr3Nu56403250
3160 points in the axial, radial and azimuthal direction
respectively. Data were stored on every other mesh poin
all three coordinate directions every 20 numerical time st
of Dt50.0085r 0 /a` each, which corresponds to a Strouh
number St514.1, well above any of our frequencies of i
terest in the sound field.

III. NOISE SOURCE STATISTICS

Making a compact source assumption, the radia
acoustic intensity is directly related to the volume integral
the of the space/retarded-time covariance of the Light
stress,

I ~x!5
xixjxkxl

16p2a`
5 uxu5 È È ]4

]t4 Ti j ~y,t !Tkl~y1j,t1t!dj dy,

~3!

which follows after Lighthill9 and Ffowcs Williams20 and
was used extensively by Ribner.1 Often in formulating statis-
tical noise models, the stress tensors are approximated1

Ti j 'ruiuj , ~4!

which gives the sound due to a point in the flow as
Downloaded 21 Feb 2004 to 130.126.32.13. Redistribution subject to AIP
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I i jkl
p }

]4

]t4 È uiujuk8ul8dj, ~5!

whereu85u(y1j,t1t). This formula is also the basis o
some modern statistical jet noise models based on both
Lilley4 and Lighthill3 equations. We shall see~Sec. VI! that
the (p2a`

2 r) term, which is neglected here, does inde
alter the directivity, but mostly near the jet axis. It does n
contribute much to the net radiated power~Table III! or for
a*45°, but the peak radiation is important in some applic
tion since some regulations are based on this.

The integrated fourth-order space/retarded-time corr
tion ~5! that constitutes the core of~3! is often simplified to
facilitate the use of experimental data in tunning mode
Assuming that the turbulence has a normal joint probabi
distribution gives21

Ri jkl 5uiujuk8ul85uiuj uk8ul81uiuk8 ujul81uiul8 ujuk8
~6!

~see Figs. 1 and 2!. This is checked directly in Fig. 2 for the
normal components at the points indicated in Fig. 1. Thou
convergence is relative poor for the fourth-order tensor,
agreement is seen to be very good, justifying the approxim
tion in ~6!. It is more difficult to converge statistics for othe
components because thet-dependent component,uiuk8 ujul8

FIG. 3. Axial two-point correlation for~a! x0519.0r 0 and ~b! x0526.5r 0

with exponential fits exp(2x/0.83) and exp(2x/1.34), respectively.
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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1791Phys. Fluids, Vol. 15, No. 6, June 2003 Noise-source turbulence statistics and the noise
1uiul8 ujuk8, is relatively smaller compared to th
t-independent component, so these are not shown. Neve
less, our results suggest that second-order correlation s
tics, which are relatively easy to measure at least in
direction, can be used in~6!, a generalization of which ha
been provided by Lighthill.17 Two-point correlations are
known to be well fitted by exponential functions in hig
Reynolds-number jets,22 but not necessarily in low-
Reynolds-number simulations of homogeneous turbulen
as discussed in the context of noise by Lilley.23 Thus it is
important to check their form here in our low-Reynold
number jet. Figure 3 showsvx(x0)vx(x01j) for x0

518.0r 0 andx0526.5r 0 , both atr 5r 0 , and fitted by expo-
nential functions. The fits are good, essentially perfect ax
526.5r 0 where the local Reynolds number is, of cours
higher. Likewise, the temporal two-point correlations a
strongly peaked and also well fitted by exponentials~Fig. 4!.

Of course, the acoustic intensity~3! depends upon the
integrated correlation,

Pi jkl 5 È uiujuk8ul8dj, ~7!

which, based on two-point correlations, is often assumed
modelers to also have an exponential form.4,6 However, this
is not the case as seen in Fig. 5 where it is instead well fi
by Gaussian functions,

f ~t!5expF2
t2

t0
2G . ~8!
Downloaded 21 Feb 2004 to 130.126.32.13. Redistribution subject to AIP
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Data atx519r 0 , r 51.1r 0 are plotted in Fig. 2 and the fitting
coefficients for all points in are given in Table I. As seen
the error norms given in this table, all the fits are very go
We also see that the width of the Gaussian depends on
components, with the same relative widths at the differenx
points. However, thet0 at differentx do not scale well with
a local time scale based on the local mean flow velocity a
jet half-width,uc /d0.5, but this should not be expected sinc
we are still so near to the end of the potential core, where
turbulence is not expected to be in equilibrium, especially
this low-Reynolds-number jet since this is also just dow
stream of the transition to turbulence.~We note in passing
that using a fixed velocity scale and the locald0.5 width of
the jet to construct a local time scale does collapse the
from different x, but we see no reason to expect this
general.! To compute noise, this data is differenced in tim
four times, so even the small deviation from Gaussian t
we see in Fig. 2 will potentially be important. Nevertheles
error for using an exponential fit for this flow would be muc
greater.

IV. SOURCE DECOMPOSITION

Neglecting viscosity, Lighthill’s noise source is th
double divergence ofTi j 5ruiuj1(p2a`

2 r)d i j , where ui

are the instantaneous velocities, andp andr are the instan-
taneous pressure and density. The source decompositio
l

FIG. 4. Two point in time correlations,
v(t)v(t1t), at r 51.1r 0 and x
519.0r 0 . The — lines are exponentia
fits by exp(2t/t0): ~a! vxvx with t0

52.54, ~b! vxv r with t052.18, ~c!
v rv r with t051.32, ~b! vuvu with t0

51.27.
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 5. Integrated fourth-order corre
lation tensor as defined in~7! shown
with open circless and Gaussian fits
—. Fitting parameters are given
in Table I.
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consider splitsTi j into components that are linear,Ti j
l , and

quadratic,Ti j
n , in velocity fluctuations plus the so-named e

tropy component,Ti j
s ,

~9!

The mean componentTi j
m by definition does not make noise

We have not decomposed the density as one might inr

TABLE I. Parameters for fitting with~8!. E2 is the error norm for the fit:
E25r 0

21a`*( f 2P/Pmax)
2 dt.

x/r 0 i jkl E 2 t0a` /r 0

15 1111 0.015 3.851
1212 0.021 4.113
2222 0.042 2.595
3333 0.019 2.573

19 1111 0.028 4.379
1212 0.025 4.809
2222 0.032 2.866
3333 0.022 2.690

23 1111 0.048 6.131
1212 0.021 6.763
2222 0.024 3.461
3333 0.019 3.307
Downloaded 21 Feb 2004 to 130.126.32.13. Redistribution subject to AIP
5r̄1r8 in the velocity terms, because, as seen in Table II,
sound fromTi j is nearly the same as that from

Ti j
r̄ 5 r̄uiuj1~p82a`

2 r8!d i j . ~10!

Thus we do not discuss the explicit effect of density fluctu
tions in theruiuj terms.

In the spirit of Lighthill’s pioneering work,9,24 Ribner1

made extensive use of this source decomposition. More
cently this decomposition has been coupled tok-« turbu-
lence models as a predictive tool.25,26 A similar decomposi-
tion into self-noise and shear noise components is also u
in modeling the source terms4,5,7,27 in the linearized Lilley
equation,11 which extends the acoustic analogy approach
explicitly include refraction.

V. COMPUTING THE FAR-FIELD SOUND

Given Ti j or one of its components, the following pro
cedure was used to compute the far-field sound. The d
were first transformed inu by

T̃i j
(n)~x,r ,t !5

1

Nu
(
k50

Nu21

Ti j ~x,r ,uk ,t !einuk

for n52Nnmax
,...,Nnmax

, ~11!

which was done as an efficient and accurate means of c
pressing the data. The stress tensorTi j was rotated into cy-
lindrical coordinates to facilitate the transform. We see
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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1793Phys. Fluids, Vol. 15, No. 6, June 2003 Noise-source turbulence statistics and the noise
Table II that the noise eventually computed fromNnmax
55

versusNnmax
511 modes differs little, so we takeNnmax

55 as
sufficient.

Next, T̃i j
(n)(x,r ,t) was transformed in time following a

procedure similar to that we used in the past.15 The time
series at eachx and r mesh point andn-mode was first
multiplied by

w~ t !5
1

2 F tanhS 5
t2t1

t12t0
D1tanhS 5

t f2t

t f2t2
D G , ~12!

wheret0 and t f in ~12! are the times in the simulation whe
it was determined to be statistically stationary and the fi
time, respectively. Timest1 and t2 are the 5% and 95%
points in this time series. This contaminates the result
noise, but only for a finite length of time that can be una
biguously identified in advance through straightforward
tarded time considerations. The time transform was then

Ťi j
(n)~x,r ,vm!5

1

Nt
(
l 51

Nt

w~ t l !T̃i j
(n)~x,r ,t l !e

2 ivmtl

for m52Nt/2,...,Nt/221, ~13!

whereNt52304, and the discrete angular frequencies w
definedvm52pm/T, whereT is the implied time period.

Finally, the data were inverse transformed inu by

T̂i j ~x,r ,uk ,vm!5 (
n52Numax

Numax

Ťi j
(n)~x,r ,vm!einuk

for k50,...,Nu21, ~14!

rotated into Cartesian coordinates, and convolved with
twice differentiated free-space Green’s function for t
Helmholtz equation to compute the acoustic pressure Fou
coefficientsp̂8(x,vm) at listener pointx,

p̂8~x,vm!5E
V

T̂i j ~y,vm!
]2

]xi]xj
Fe2 ivmux2yu/a`

4pux2yu Gdy

for m52Nvmax
,...,Nvmax

, ~15!

where we have usedp̂85a`
2 r̂8. V is the physically realistic

region of the cylindrical simulation domain, which extend
x531r 0 downstream from the nozzle and out tor 58r 0 .
TakingNvmax

5327 was sufficient to compute all frequenci
up to St52.0, a range which, as we shall see, constitu
most of the noise from this jet. The time-dependent press
at pointx is

TABLE II. Evaluation of use ofruiuj for r̄uiuj and truncation of azimutha
Fourier series expansion. Values shown arep8p8/r j

2U j
431010 on a circular

arc at 240r 0 . The numbers in parentheses,~5! and ~11!, areNnmax
.

a Ti j (5) Ti j (11) Tr̄
i j (5) Tn

i j (5) Tn
i j (11)

30.00 30.45 30.74 31.81 21.45 21.65
60.00 11.00 11.33 11.32 11.14 11.35
90.00 5.66 5.99 5.84 4.93 5.10
120.00 2.99 3.09 3.17 1.56 1.61
Downloaded 21 Feb 2004 to 130.126.32.13. Redistribution subject to AIP
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p8~x,t l !5 (
m52Nvmax

Nvmax

p̂8~x,vm!e2 ivmtl for l 50,...,Nt21.

~16!

Note that we have used an exact formulation, making
source compactness (M→0) assumption.

Figure 6~a! showsp(x,t) at 30° from the jet axis and
60r 0 from the nozzle. The region affected by the windowin
procedure is evident, but constitutes less than one-quarte
the time series. There are sufficient unaffected data to c
verge statistics. Figure 6~b! shows the energy spectrum of th
pressure fluctuations at this same point, comparing with c
responding experimental data and the spectrum at the s
position computed previously using a different method.

VI. DIRECTIVITY

Figure 7 shows that the sound from the shear no
source,Ti j

l , is more directional than the self-noise sourc
Ti j

n , and has an angle of extinction neara590°. TheTi j
s

term is insubstantial at large angles, but near to the do

FIG. 6. Sound data ata530°, 60r 0 from the nozzle.~a! Time history
showing the finite period affected by the windowing procedure.~b! Time
spectra, — present solution of the Lighthill equation; --- from Freu
~Ref. 15!; and¯ from the experiment of Stromberget al. ~Ref. 16!. Only a
relative scale was provided by Stromberget al. so it has been adjusted
vertically.
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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stream jet axis it is significant even though the tempera
ratio of this jet is onlyTj /T`50.86. Mitchell et al.28 also
found this term to be non-negligible for the noise from vo
tex pairing in a truly~not just in the mean! axisymmetric
uniform temperature jet. The (p82a`

2 r8) fluctuations are in-
deed the same order as the Reynolds stresses:p8
2a`

2 r8)rms-max50.079r jU j
2 , while the Reynolds stresse

have peaks of (ux8ux8)max'0.040U j
2 and (ur8ur8)max

'0.023U j
2 , for example.

The net acoustic power~all angles! of the different com-
ponents is tabulated in Table III. We see that the power fr
just the quadratic velocity fluctuations terms is 83% of t
total, which suggests that a large part of the apparent ac
tic energy due toTi j

l can, in fact, potentially be interpreted a
redirection by flow-acoustic interaction.

Lilley12 finds it instructive to rewritep2a`
2 r in terms of

the fluctuating total enthalpy and a kinetic energy com
nent. Using the energy equation and the perfect gas equa
of state~and integrating!, it is equivalent to

~17!

wherehs is the stagnation enthalpy andh` is the ambient
enthalpy. Lilley shows that the second Term II has a dip
form making it more acoustically efficient, which potential
explains the less-than-U8 sound power scaling of hot jets

FIG. 7. Directivity on a circular arc 240r 0 from the nozzle for components
defined in~9!: —, Ti j ; ---, Ti j 2Ti j

s ; ¯ Ti j
l ; -•-, Ti j

n ; and -••-, Ti j
s .

TABLE III. Net radiated acoustic power.

Component Power/r jU j
3Aj Power/powerTi j

Ti j 8.331025 1.00
Ti j

l 8.731025 1.05
Ti j

n 6.931025 0.83
Ti j

s 2.031025 0.25
Downloaded 21 Feb 2004 to 130.126.32.13. Redistribution subject to AIP
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Here we find that it is much larger than Term I and cons
tutes most of thep2a`

2 r term’s contribution to the far-field
sound~Fig. 8!.

None of the profiles show a decrease in intensity nea
the jet axis, as might be expected due to refraction, bu
zone of silence is not expected for the total because of
limited band of frequencies in this low-Reynolds-number
~e.g., Lush29!. If we divide the data into higher and lowe
frequency components, we see the expected behavior~Fig.
9!. ~We cannot effectively analyze band-limited spect
components like Lush since we do not have sufficient dat
converge statistics in frequency bands.! Low frequencies are
more intense along the axis, which Goldstein30 suggests is a
low-frequency flow acoustic interaction, and high-frequen
noise is reduced near the jet axis, as expected for refrac
So there is significant evidence of refraction, but we note t
since the source is only evaluated forx,31r 0 any refraction
down stream of this point is omitted. This omitted part w
be relatively less effective at refracting the sound because
Mach number and shear are substantially decreased h
though the cumulative effect of a long travel distan
through the shear flow might still be substantial.

It is clear in Fig. 7 that some individual components a
more intense than the total, which means that the noise f

FIG. 8. Directivity on a circular arc 240r 0 from the nozzle: — (p2a`
2 r);

--- Term I in ~17!; and¯ Term II in ~17!.

FIG. 9. Directivity for high and low frequencies:L, St,0.45(1
2Mc cosa)21; s, St.0.45(12Mc cosa)21. The — line is (1
2Mc cosa)25 with Mc50.3 ~see text!.
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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the different components is correlated, significantly so giv
the amount of cancellation evident. To quantify the obser
correlation, we define a correlation coefficient as

Cbg5
pbpg

prms
b prms

g , ~18!

where b and g are n, l , or s to indicate the noise from
different source contributions defined in~9!. Cls , Cln , and
Cns are plotted in Fig. 10. All pairs are most correlated
small angles and for the most part are canceling. At v
small angles, the entropic contribution cancels the noise
to Ti j

l with correlation coefficientCls'20.6. Some degree
of correlation has been deduced from experimental obse
tions of hot supersonic jets,31 but it does not appear to hav
been anticipated to this degree for a nearly uniform temp
ture subsonic jet. The linear and quadratic velocity fluct
tion contributions are also correlated at small angles, tho
they are often assumed to be decorrelated in models.1,4,25The
noise from source components that are quadratic in the
locity fluctuations are relatively mildly correlated with th
entropic noise. All correlations decrease to near zero ba
590°. It is not possible to distinguish correlation due to flo
acoustic interactions, which would occur say ifTi j

l acts to
refract noise generated byTi j

n , from actual noise source co
relation.

Ribner1 predicted that five inverse Doppler factors20

would set the directivity of the velocity components of t
source, with an additional factor of cos4 a1cos2 a for theTi j

l

component. Figure 11~a! shows the self-noise component.
is significantly less directional than five inverse Doppler fa
tors would have it forMc[Uc /a`50.6U j /a`50.5. How-
ever, Freund15 showed that the wave-number/frequen
makeup of the full Lighthill source for this jet had a dom
nant phase Mach number ofMc'0.3, which is indeed a
somewhat better fit for the data closer to the downstream
axis.

Modifying the Doppler factor to account for source no
compactness after Ffowcs Williams20 or Ribner32 gives di-
rectivity

FIG. 10. Correlation coefficients defined by~18!: h, Cln with smoothed
profile —; n, Cls with smoothed profile ---; ands, Cns with smoothed
profile ¯ .
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D}@~12Mc cosa!21a2Mc
2#25/2, ~19!

where Ribner1 findsa50.55 gives the best fit to his data. A
alternate form for the added term is (v0,/c`)2, wherev0

and, are a characteristic angular frequency and length s
of the radiating turbulence. For St50.2, which is the peak
radiated frequency and for,5r 0 , which is suggested by the
correlations in Fig. 2, we see that the directivity is well pr
dicted. These parameter corresponds toa50.74 in ~19!
which is not too different than Ribner’s1 fit.

Accounting for refraction by the mean flow in the high
frequency limit, Goldstein shows that three inverse Dopp
factors are actually to be expected, which is also close
what is observed than five Doppler factors, but since
mean velocity profile does not appear in the solution for
sourceTi j

n , interactions with the mean flow leading to refra
tion are not a viable explanation in this particular case
possibility is that the emitted directivity of five inverse Dop
pler factors is made more uniform by interaction with turb
lence rather than the mean, which would be included as

FIG. 11. Directivity on a circular arc 240r 0 from the nozzle.~a! l, Ti j
n ; —,

2.5(120.5 cosa)25; ---, 2.5(120.3 cosa)25; ¯ , 3.5@(120.5 cosa)2

1(v0,/c`)2#25/2; ~b! l, Ti j
l , —, 2.5(cos4 b1cos2 b)(120.5 cosb)25;

---, 4.5(cos4 b1cos2 b)(120.3 cosb)25. ¯ , 6.0(cos4 b1cos2 b)@(1
20.5 cosa)21(v0,/c`)2#25/2; angle b is defined based on an origin atx
520r 0 , which is presumably closer the center of the apparent source l
tion. v0 and, are defined in the text.
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artificial source inTi j
n . Such a change of directivity has bee

suggested based on qualitative analysis of this databa33

but has not been demonstrated quantitatively for the frequ
cies and source locations present.

For the shear noise, the observed angle of extinc
matches well with Ribner’s theory if the effective sour
location is shifted tox520r 0 @Fig. 11~b!#. Again, Mc50.3
yields a better fit thanMc50.5 and the noncompact corre
tion ~19! improves agreement. Ribner1 predicted that the
shear noise would be 3 dB higher than the self-noise on a
but we observe nearly 6 dB difference. Nonetheless,
agreement is encouraging.

VII. QUADRUPOLE CHARACTER

The approach taken to solve for the far-field noise
scribed in Sec. V, specifically the choice of convolvingTi j

with the twice-differentiated Green’s functionG,i j for the
free-space homogeneous reduced wave equation, was
to reduce numerical errors. TheTi j * G,i j convolution is, of
course, mathematically equivalent toTi j ,i j * G. However,
based on Lighthill’s theory, we anticipated that the no
sources should have a quadrupole character whose near
cancellations would challenge the fidelity of the numeri
differentiation ofTi j and the quadrature. Crighton34 antici-
pated that small errors in such a calculation could disr
cancellations and thereby overwhelm the physically reali
noise. Indeed, we were not able to successfully compute
far-field noise by summing up the monopoles directly.~The
principal difficulty appeared to be in the accurate compu
tion double-divergence operation on the reduced every-ot
mesh-point mesh.! In our Ti j * G,i j approach, we find negli-
gible sensitivity to how the downstream and upstre
boundaries are treated, and good agreement with other m
ods for computing the far-field noise from this simulation15

This success suggests that quadrupole-like cancellations
important, but we cannot conclude directly that the sour
are well modeled by point quadrupoles.

Designating a type of noise source for a turbulent je
difficult because it is a distributed source, while conce
like quadrupole are best defined for point sources. Light
points out35 that treatment of finite Mach number jets by h
complete theory, of which we use only a formulation that
exact for finite Mach number to compute the far-field sou
is an extrapolation of aM→0 ~point source! theory and
therefore subject to certain caveats. However, we can qu
the degree to which non-point-quadrupole cancellation pla
role. If the noise depends only on quadrupole cancellatio
we should be able to add up the directivities of differe
physical regions of the jet without missing cancellatio
which would be attractive from a modeling perspective b
cause it would allow us to define the noise from a part of
jet, such as a particular streamwise slice. However, if n
point-quadrupole cancellation are substantial, we will not
able to make such a definition.

The noise from several different downstream cylindric
sections of the jet are plotted in Fig. 12~a!. We see that the
noise from each is actually much louder than the total. Th
are substantial nonquadrupole cancellation that are disru
Downloaded 21 Feb 2004 to 130.126.32.13. Redistribution subject to AIP
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when the integral~15! is split in x. This result is congruous
with different observations made in a previous study of t
database which suggested a nonquadrupole character fo
sources.15 There it appeared that the dominant structure
the Lighthill source at certain frequencies was a noncomp
wave packet, though flow acoustic interactions might
crease the apparent size of the source. Figure 12~b! shows
the noise from these same downstream regions for just
Ti j

n part of the source, so there is no mean-flow acou
interaction in this solution. We see that the non-poi
quadrupole effect is less pronounced than for the full sou
but that it is still significant.

VIII. TIME SPECTRA

All the components contribute to the far-field sound ov
a range of frequencies, but their spectral shapes differ a
for some, are strongly dependent ona. Figure 13 shows
far-field noise spectra at four different angles. Closest to
jet ata530° @Fig. 13~a!#, the low frequency noise is prima
rily due to Ti j

l . The noise from justTi j
s is small here, but

FIG. 12. The effective directivity of streamwise portions of the jet as d
fined by dividing ~15! into sub-integrals inx: ~a! Ti j and ~b! Ti j

n , where
symbols are 0<x<5r 0, h @below scale in part~b!#; 5r 0<x,10r 0 , j;
10r 0<x,15r 0 , n; 15r 0<x,20r 0 , m; 20r 0<x,25r 0 , s; and 25r 0<x
,30r 0 , d. The — line is the total.
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FIG. 13. Pressure spectra: —,Ti j to-
tal; ---, Ti j

l 1Ti j
n all velocity terms;̄ ,

Ti j
l velocity terms linear in fluctua-

tions; -•-, Ti j
n velocity terms nonlinear

in fluctuations; and -••- Ti j
s entropy

term.
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because it is so highly anticorrelated with that fromTi j
l it

cancels a portion of theTi j
l noise. By itself, the noise from

Ti j
n at higher frequencies is comparable to that just fromTi j

l .
At a554° @Fig. 13~b!#, the noise fromTi j

l makes of the
greater part of the total noise for St,0.3 ~though still some-
what canceled by the noise fromTi j

s ) whereas the noise from
Ti j

n is more significant for St.0.3. Both have similar levels
for St*0.8. At a578° and 102°@Figs. 13~c! and 13~d!#, the
noise fromTi j

n andTi j are essentially the same.
Figure 14 illustrates how the spectral shape of the diff

ent components change witha. The spectrum from the ful
sourceTi j clearly becomes broader with increasinga @Fig.
14~a!#. However, the spectral shape of the noise fromTi j

n is
relatively unchanged@Fig. 14~c!#. It is the change in shape o
the spectrum fromTi j

l and its rapidly decreasing significanc
near a590° @Fig. 14~b!# that accounts for most of th
change of the full spectrum. The spectral peak of the no
from just Ti j

s @Fig. 14~d!# shifts to lower frequencies~from
St'0.35 to St'0.15), but its shape is relatively broad an
otherwise insensitive toa. The shifts follows the Doppler
factor (12Mc cosa) with Mc now equal to 0.6U j /a`50.5
~Fig. 15!. This is surprising since we saw in the previo
section that the directivity was better fitted usingMc50.3. It
seems that this most intense frequency comes from the s
tures convecting near the end of the potential core, as
gested by visualizations.15 This is whereMc should be clos-
est to 0.6U j /a` .

Tam36 suggests that jet noise spectra are compose
two distinct components: one due to large-scale structu
and one due to so-called fine-grained turbulence. Here
Downloaded 21 Feb 2004 to 130.126.32.13. Redistribution subject to AIP
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see that at a fixed angle the sound fromTi j
n is similar to

Tam’s nominal fine-grained turbulence contributions, wh
that from Ti j

l , being more peaked at lower frequencies,
qualitatively similar to his nominal large-scale contributio
Unfortunately, the present jet has a Reynolds number dep
dent spectrum so direct comparison with Tam’s empiri
spectra is not instructive. However, the shear noise/self-n
decomposition is an artifact of the Reynolds average, wh
is made for modeling convenience, though it does seem
also divide the radiated noise into a part whose spect
varies substantially with angle and a part that does not. B
does this without a formal splitting of the scales since
velocity fluctuations participate in both the shear noise a
self-noise sources. The empirical predictive tool of Tam a
Auriault37 for the noise neara590° might be assisted by th
fact the noise is, in a sense, simpler here, not depending
the mean flow throughTi j

l and having no substantial entrop
contribution.

IX. CONCLUSIONS AND CLOSING

The implications for modeling using a shear noise, se
noise, and entropic source decomposition are clear. Th
contributions are highly correlated at small angles to the
not statistically independent as often assumed. Ribn
theory, though qualitatively correct in predicting the ind
vidual contributions of the shear noise and self-noise, es
cially if Mc50.3 is used to reflect the computed domina
phase velocity ofTi j for this jet or if the Ffowcs Williams/
Ribner correction to the Doppler factor is included, but w
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 14. Pressure spectra:~a! Ti j all
components;~b! Ti j

l components linear
in velocity fluctuations;~c! Ti j

n compo-
nents quadratic in velocity fluctua
tions; ~d! Ti j

s entropic component.
Spectra at every 6° forma518° ~top
curve! to a5102° ~bottom curve! are
shown.
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miss their substantial mutual cancellation. Several more
cent models, which have followed this same philosophy, a
omit shear noise/self-noise correlation. An implication of th
conclusion is that locally homogeneous turbulence, wh
can be used to justify the neglect of correlation between
shear noise and self-noise,8 may not be an acceptable mod
for the noise source, at least at small angles to the do
stream axis.

Even for this nearly uniform temperature jet, the e
tropic source’s contribution to the far-field noise is importa

FIG. 15. Peak Strouhal number due directly toTi j
n : s from simulation; —

0.175(12Mc cosa)21 with Mc50.6U j /a` . The peak was determined b
fitting third-order polynomials to the spectra in log–log coordinates. T
removed statistical variations and provided an unambiguous recipe fo
termining the peak.
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at small angles, especially due to its high correlation with
shear noise. Neglecting it leads to a substantial over pre
tion of the far-field sound. The present jet withU j /a`

50.83 is close to the point where the experiments of Tann38

show the least sensitivity to jet temperature, so we can
ticipate that this will become more significant at substantia
higher or lower jet temperatures.

The sideline noise is dominated by terms in the Lighth
source that are independent of the mean flow and entr
terms. This should greatly simplify modeling for this portio
of the radiated sound, perhaps making it more amenabl
empirical fits.

We find that downstream of the potential core’s closi
two-point correlations are well fitted by exponential fun
tions, which is characteristic of high-Reynolds-number t
bulent flows.~Closer to the nozzle in the laminar/transition
shear layers they are more similar to the wavy correlati
expected for flows dominated by instability waves, as e
pected in this region at Re53600.15! The fourth-order space
retarded-time covariance tensors, which are more directly
lated to the far-field sound, are well approximated by t
standard simplification into products of second-order cor
lations, which assume a normal distribution for the turb
lence. However, despite the good exponential fits of the o
dimensional components, the volume integrated fourth-or
correlation tensor is very well fitted by Gaussian function
with different widths for different components. Both th
functional form and the dependence on components
counter to standard modeling procedures used for statis
noise models based on Lighthill’s or Lilley’s equations.

It seems appropriate in closing to make a final comm

s
e-
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concerning the Reynolds number of the simulation us
which is low for a turbulent jet by every standard aside fro
modern direct numerical simulation capabilities. It is co
ceivable that the correlations that we observe might be
artifact of this low Reynolds number, but they are so sign
cant that it seems unlikely that they could disappear a
gether at higher Reynolds numbers. Once turbulent, the R
nolds stresses are in close agreement with jets of m
higher Reynolds numbers and the two-point correlations
cay rapidly, just as at higher Reynolds numbers.15 It does not
seem feasible that the energetic structures could change
ficiently with Reynolds number to display a behavior mu
different than we observe. What will certainly change
higher Reynolds numbers is that the near-nozzle shear la
will become turbulent. Since these eddies are relativ
small, we can anticipate that they will make the hig
frequency noise missing from the present simulation. Un
tunately, there does not appear to be a definitive mean
directly testing these admittedly speculative assertions:
have pressed the limit of direct numerical simulation~large-
eddy simulation is promising, but seems to have a resolu
requirement for a high-Reynolds-number jet that is grea
than the present direct numerical simulation39! and experi-
mentalists have pressed the limits of their measurement t
niques. Further technological advances in both might fac
tate a better parametrization of Reynolds-number effect
the future and at the same time allow the details of hi
Reynolds-number jet noise sources to be probed in deta
we have done here in the low-Reynolds-number limit.
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